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Extra- Judicial Killing is the most serious problem or heinous situation that happens in
our society long time ago until now. Many people will die without justice, revenge from one
party to another. Some also kill people because of the conflict of their interest. Too much
abusing of their power or they cannot exercise their lust that is one of the reasons of this problem
like what happen in Maguindanao. Many people died without justice until now the family
affected were seeking for justice but as I observed Justices is only for those who are powerful or
influence people because here in the Philippines if you have lots of money you are powerful you
can do anything you want even if this is illegal or against to the right of somebody in this case
the only affected is the poor, they are the one who suffered punishment and they are always the
looser of this problem because they cannot support themselves to have own counsel to fight for
their rights or to defend their rights. In our country money is the only thing that you have in order
to have justice in short money is the main reason of crimes in our society. Nobody will abuse
you if you have money. In this case how about the poor? The poor who is always the victim
because in so many cases if there is a conflict between the rich and the poor, the poor is always
the looser for they don’t have justice speaking of criminality, if they are the victim they always a
victim even in the crime in which they are not the one who commit they are the one who suffered
punishment. It is very easy to them to put in prison but if the rich man can commit crime, it is
easy to them to hide or to buy the said justice. They said justice is fair but in the Philippines that
is not true, justice is not real.

